TE-HA 2000 E
Hot Air Gun
Item No.: 4520195
Ident No.: 11014
Bar Code: 4006825602678
The hot air gun TE-HA 2000 E is a high-quality and high performance tool for all do-it-yourself activities. Thanks to the freely adjustable temperature
control with 9 settings via the large adjusting wheel and the control of the air rate with 3 settings via the simply operated switch, the hot air blower can
be adjusted to the requirements of the respective task. For maximum safety during operation, this tool has a large support surface for a safe stand
during stationary operation. The fast cooling of the hot metal parts during the nozzle change takes place quickly and simply via the practical additional
cold setting. Delivery inclusive extensive nozzle accessories, such as a wide nozzle, a reflector nozzle, a heat nozzle and a reducer nozzl

Features
- Large adjusting wheel for temperature control via 9 settings
- Switch with 3 settings for controlling the air rate
- Cold setting for fast cooling when changing nozzles
- Support surface for stationary use
- Incl. reducer nozzle, wide nozzle, reflector nozzle, heat nozzle
- Delivered in a convenient case

Technical Data
- Power
- Temperature at setting 1
- Temperature at setting 2
- Temperature at setting 3
- Airflow rate at setting 1
- Airflow rate at setting 2
- Airflow rate at setting 3
- Mains supply

2000 W
50 °C
50-550 °C
50-550 °C
250 L/min
250 L/min
500 L/min
220-240 V | 50 Hz

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions single packaging
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

0.91
2.15 kg
5 Pieces
11.5 kg
355 x 280 x 110 mm
290 x 550 x 360 mm
2300 | 4600 | 5300

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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